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Abstract

     We analyzed the first and secondary waves recorded by the seismic
   network of the Research Center for Earthquake Prediction of Hokkaido
   University to obtain the upper mantle P-wave structure of the north-
   westem rim of the Pacific Ocean. We made a data set of 67 earth-
   quakes which occurred at depths shallower than 10e km along the
   Kuril - Aleutian Arc (60 < IX < 550) from April, 1985, to December,
   1986. We read the first and secondary arrival times and determined
   the slowness and azimuth at the center of the network. The travel
   times of the first arrivals are approximately identical with the•J-B
   times in the distaltce range except for 140 -200, where they are earlier

   than the J-B tirnes. The secondary waves are seen as back-branches
   in the travel time curve and positive gradients in the slowBess curve
   in the distance ranges of 140 - 220 and 190 - 250. We obtained the
   one-dimensional P-wave structure which could explain the observa-
   tions of both tke travel time and slowness very well. No low velocity
   zone exists in the uppermost mantle, where the velocity increases with

   depth in Åíhe depth ranges of 33-95 km and 165-200 km and is con-
  stant in between. There are two transition zones where the velocity
  increases rapidly at depths of 400 km and 700 km and a minor tran-
  sition zoRe at 460 km. The prominent difference between this model
  and the mode}s obtained by the previous studies, for example Fukao
   (1977), is that it has no low velocity zone and the depth of the 660
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km discontinuity is deep. Using a linear least-squares method with
linear inequality constraints we made the T -p inversion of the travel

time data to obtain the best velocity model and the error bounds that

include all velocity-depth curves which agree with the data within a
statistical limit. The error bounds of the discontinuity at the depth of

700 km for a 95 Yo confidence level of our model includes the 660 km

discontinuity of Fukao's model. It might be a little diMcult to suggest
the regional difference in the depth of the 660 km discontinuity on

the basis of rigid statistica} consideration. However, our recent study

on the P-wave structure using a different seismic network (Kato and
Nakanishi, 2000) supports the depth of 700 km obtained here for the
discoRtinuity.

g Introduction
   It is well knowll that the seismic velocity increases discoRtinuously at
depths of about 410 and 660 km in the upper mantle (Anderson and Toks6z,
1963; Niazi and Anderson, 1965; Johnson, 1967; Walck, 1984).

   Advances in high-pressure experiments have reached a depth of about
800 km iR the Earth's mantle (Ito and Takahashi, 1989). The upper man-
tle discontinuities are iRterpreeed iit terms of mineralogical phase re}ation

in Mg2Si04 - Fe2Si04 system. High-pressure experiments of olivine (or)
to modified spinel (5) transformatioll, which is considered to correspond to

the 410 km discontinuity, suggest the transformatioR width of 11 to 19 km
in temperature range of 1400 to 17500C (Katsura and Ito, 1989). Ito and
Takahashi (1989) show that the transformation of spinel (or) to perovskite +

magnesiowUstite takes place at pressure of 23.1 GPa with a pressure inter-
val less than O.15GPa at temperature of 16000C. These pressure values are
converted to depth of 653 km and a depth interval less thaR 5 kin.
   The reflected and converted waves from these upper mantle discontinu-
ities have been observed clearly and fiRe structures of the discontinuities
have bee.n studied in both global and regional scales. Examples of those
discontinuity-sensitive waves are precursors to P'P' (PKPPKP) (Engdahl
and Flinn, 1969; Adams, 1971; Nakanishi, 1986, 1988, 1989), P-te-SV coR-
versions (Vinnik, 1977; Kosarev et al., 1999), and precursors to SS (Shearer,
1991, 1993, 1996).

   The information on the regional variations of the depth and structure
of the discontinuities is indispensable for the discussion on dynamics in the

earth mantle.

   A drawback of the approaches using the refiected or converted waves
is the dificulty in obtaining the absolute value of P or S wave velocity.
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ARalysis of refracted waves can overcome this diMculty at the expeRse of
lateral resolution for velocity structure.

   Several anothors have determined the P-ve}ocity models of the upper
maRtle ofthe Japanese region by almost iRdentical methods (Kanamori, 1967;
Fttkao, 1977; Inatani and Kurita, 1980). Those.models have differeBt depths

and velocity coRtrasts ofthe discontinuities. This difference is not only due to

real maRtle structure, but also due to non-uniqueness of the iRterpretation of

data. We must collect many accurate data to know actual regional difference
in the upper mantle structure.

   In this study we attempt a P-wave analysis by using data from the seis-
mic network of the Research Center for Earthquake Prediction of Hokkaido
University (RCEP), Hokkaido, Japall, for the purpose of obtaining the up-
per mantle velocity structure beneath an area extending from the Kuril-
Kamchatka Arc to the Aleutian Arc. SectioR 2 of this paper shows the data
that we aRalyze. In section 3 we make an array analysis of refracted waves.
In sectioR 4 we coRstruct P-wave ve}ocity model. Regional difference found
in this study is discussed with reference to the depression in 66e km discoRti-

nuity beneath the subduction region in section 5. Section 6 summarizes the
results of this study.

2 Data
  We use s'eismic waves recorded by the 18 stations network of RCEP. Figure
1 shows the station configuration of the network.
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Figure 1: Map showing the locations of the 18 RCEP stations which we use
in this paper.
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   First we searched the earthquakes which occurred in the regioR extending
from ehe Kuril Islands to southern Alaska in April - December of 1985 by
referring eo the PDE (Preliminary DetermiRation of Epicenters) monthly list.

Then we picked up only the earthquakes which were successfully recorded at
RCEP stations and located at depths shallower than 100 km. The reason
why we restricted the analysis to only relatively shallow events was to keep

the error due to depth correction as small as possible. The number of the
events thRs selected was 55.
   We found the absence of events in the distance range of about 230 - 370.

Thus we searched eveRts iB that epicentral range in the data of JaRuary -
December, 1986, and found 7 eveRts. We took 5 events from the data set of
NakaRishi and Motoya (1990). The events used in this study totaled 67.
   Table 1 shows the source parameters, epicentral distances and azimuths

calculated for station HIC (Hidaka), the center of the Retwork, after the
source depth correction. Here the parameters are not taken frorn the PDE
list butfrom the bulletiR of ISC (IRterRational Seismological Centre) because

we consider that the latter is more reliable than the former. In fact, the
comparison of the travel times based on the two kinds of parameters shows
a little disagreement.

Table 1. Earthquake List

ev date origineime epicenterdep Mb distazim
no ymdhms degdegkm degdeg

1 1985412 oo43.e N43.89E148.6045 4.6 7.ll75.34
2 19854l2 10i64.7 N56.31E162.3433 4.8 18.9636.64
3 1985412 215358.5 N45.25E150.4270 4.5 8.8364.94
4 1985414 21394.0 N47.33E153.0433 4.7 8.9055.70
5 1985418 O630.9 N52.16El59.5718 5.6 i5.1545.26
6 19854l8 4649.5 N52.15E159.6439 4.9 15.0745.38
7 1985425 3107.5 N46.52E154.1037 5.1 9.3462.38
8 1985425 13492.7 N56.23E164.2039 4.9 19.7838.74
9 198552 85516.0 N48.83E156.1942 5.9 11.7653.45

10 !98552 125228.e N56.17E163.3024 5.l 19.1538.00
11 1985510 35138.1 N47.70E152.4052 4.6 9.3552.13
l2 1985512 71326.7 N52.12E159.1570 4.7 15.3544.85
13 1985516 102250.4 N48.37E155.5354 5.1 11.4554.6e
14 1985519 8747.e N53.57E160.5354 6.0 16.4642.e2
15 l98563 235344.1 N44.02El47.8671 4.8 8.7072.16
16 19857l5 53256.0 N53.81E161.4729 4.7 16.8642.41
17 1985717 121322.0 N52.04E160.018 5.1 15.2546.21
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Table 1. Earthquake List continued 2

ev date origintime epicenterdep Mb distazim
no ymdhms degdegkm degdeg
56 198632 204228.8 N51.60W176.7855 5.! 29.7158.04
57 198658 1112.3 N51.09W176.7032 5.8 29.3159.11
58 198658 53720.4 N51.34W175.4118 5.9 29.6058.58
59 !986517 162023.7 N52.26W174.2926 5.7 30.3756.75
6e 1986618 8515.7 N51.66W176.9056 5.8 29.6457.91
61 1986719 43157.7 N53.38Wl65.9146 5.5 35.2554.40
62 1986116 18271.1 N51.43W176.6840 5.2 29.5658.40
63 1985524 22444.5 N51.41W178.4343 5.7 28.1858.37
64 1985105 15242.5 N62.22W124.2610 6.4 54.5835.e3
65 l986i18 15859.0 N51.54W173.1113 5.8 30.9458.16
66 1986619 9910.1 N56.39W152.8617 5.9 42.3648.20
67 1986.912 235715.8 N56.19W153.4031 6.e 41.6748.53

   Figure 2 shows the locations of the 67 events. [["hey occurred along the
Kuril--Karnchatka Arc and the Aleutian Arc. The range of the azimuth of
the events extends about 600. The epicentral distribution bends abruptly
at the junction of the two arcs. This causes a large change in the epicenter

azimuth.
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Figure 2: Epicenters of the 67 earthquakes used in this study. Equidistant
azimuthal projection is used. The center of circles is the array center. The
circles are drawn at an interval of teR degrees.
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3 gnterpretation of data

3.1 Seismograms
   Figure 3 shows the seismograms that are lined up according to the epicen-

tral distaRce to find the correlation of the first aRd secondary phases among

the stations. The seismograms are high-cut filtered at a frequency of 3.0
Hz to make the correlation apparent. The amplitude is normalized to the
maximum of each trace. In the figure letter JB represents the arrival time of
J-B tables (Jeffreys and Bullen, 1940). We summarize the characteristics of
the first and secondary phases in four epicentral distance ranges.
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Figure 3 (a), (b): The seismograms high-cut fiIterd at a frequency of 3.0 Hz.

The traces are lined up in order of the epicentyal distaRces. They start 8.0 s
before the J-B times. (a) eveltt 46, (b) event 5.

   A == 90 - 140 (Fig. 3(a), event 46 in Table 1). The flrst arrival times at

distances nearer than 110 are almost identical with JB but are earlier than
JB at distances beyond 110. We can identify no secondary phase in this
figllre.

   A = 140 - 170 (Flg. 3(b), event 5 in Table 1). The travel times of the
first arrivals are earlier than JB and their amplitudes are small. We can
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identify remarkable secondary phases with large amplitudes which correlate
well between all traces. The travel time difference of the first and secoRdary

waves decreases with distance. The slowness of this remarkable phase is
determined to be 11.72 sec/deg by the rnethod as described in a later section.

We coRsider that this is a refracted wave from the 410 km discoRtinuity, which

is called BC branch in this paper (see Fig. 12(a)).
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Figure 3 (c), (d): The seismograms high-cut filterd at a freqttency of 3.0 Hz.

The traces are lined up iR order of the epiceRtral distances. They start 8.0 s
before the J-B times. (c) event 22, (d) eveltt 57.

   A == 200 - 250 (Fig. 3(c), event 22 in [l]able 1). The travel times of
the first arrivals are identical with JB. The arrivals are very clear especially

around 210. This may suggesg the existence of a transition zone at a deph
of about 500 km. We can identify the secondary phase that arrives a few
seconds late after the first arrivals in this figure. The travel time difference

gradually decreases with distance. The slowness of this secoRdary phase is
9.20 sec/deg. We consider this to be the phase which is tumed back from
the 660 km discontinuity (DE branch, see Fig. 12(a)).
   A =260 - 310 (Flg. 3(d), event 57 in Table l). The first arrival times
are identical with JB. There is lto secoRdary phase well correlated through
all the traces iR this figure.
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   We use here 'the J-B arrival time after correcting the effects due to
hypocenter depth, statioR elevation, the Earth's ellipticity' (Dziewonski and
Gilbert, 1976) and the anomalies of velocity structure beneath the network
(Nakanishi and Motoya, 1990).
   Figure 4 shows a record sectioR of 74 seismograms which have relatively
good S/N ratios so that we can recognize the triplicatioRs.
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Figure 4: Data record section of 74 seismograms. They were obtained by
resarr}p}ing alkhe data at O.250 distance interval in the range 60 - 400. The
records are high-cut filtered at a frequency of3.0 Hz. Each trace is normalized

to its maximum amplitude.

3.2 'Ilraveltime

   Figure 5(a) is a plot of the travel times of the se}ected events with clear

arrivals. Fig. 5(b) shows the means aRd standard deviations of the travel
times for the distance interval of 10. It is likely that there are two groups
of secondary arrivals which have nearly constant gradients in this plot. One

extends over the distance raRge of 140 - 220 and the other 190 - 250. These
may correspond to the backbranches of the 410 and 660 km discontinuities,
respectively.

3.3 Slowness and azimuth
   Assuming that an arrival is a plaBe wave, one can calculate the slowRess
and azimuth ofthe arrival. We use a method of Walck aitd Minster (1982)
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for that purpose. We calculate the slowness and azimuth only for the events
which produce records with good S/N ratios at more than eight stations.
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Figure 5: Reduced travel time data of 67 earthquakes. (a) 768 first arrivals
(solid circles) and 137 secoRdary arrivals (open triangles) are plotted after

the corrections of source depth, station elevatioR, the Earth's ellipticity and

velocity anomalies right beneath the statioRs. (b) The rneans and standard
deviations of the travel time data (a) obtained for a distance interval of 10

for each braRch.

   Figure 6 shows the slownesses and azimuths thus determined. We poiRt
out some remarkable features in this figure.

   Slowness (Fig. 6 (a)): The slowness decreases with distance and its
slope changes rapidly at a distance of about 250. 0R the contrary, the slow-

ness increases with distance in the distance ranges of l50 to 180 and 180
to 230. These may be the BC and DE branches originating from the 410
and 660 km discontinuities. There is a gap at about 200 where the slowness
abruptly drops and the values of the first and secondary waves are mixed
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there. It appears that this corresponds to the sudden decrease in slowness
that Fttkao (1977) and Kanamori (1967) have already pointed out, though
its apparent distaRce differs from their results. We take their interpretation

thaS the observation requires the introduction of a minor velocity transition

zone between the two major discontinuities at 410 and 660 km.
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Figure 6: Results of the array analysis. ('a) ']?he slownesses of 67 first phases

(solid circles) and 14 secondary phases (open triangles). (b) The difference

between the azimuth obtaiRed by the observed data and the one expected
from the relation of the epicenter and the array center. The azimuth is
measured clockwise from the north.

   Azimuth (Fig. 6(b)): The result shows that the waves from events at
distances shorter than 200 arrive at the network from the direction further
south thalt the expected directioR. On the contrary, at distaRces beyoRd
2ee the.waves arrive from the expected directioR. This means that the wave
propagates nearly within a vertical plane includiRg the hypocenter and the
ltetwork center. 'Iihese characÅíeristics in the observed azimuths are consisteRt
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with the epicenter distribution of Fig. 2. 0ne notices that the distance of
200 where the trend of the residttal azimuth changes largely is the position
of the junctioR of the Kuril-Kamchatka Arc and the Aleutian Arc (Fig. 2).
According to Ugsu (1971) the Pacific Plate descends under the Okhotsk Sea
from the southeast to the northwest along the Kuril Arc. The seismic waves
from the events located at distances greater thaR 200 Ieave the Pacific plate

quickly and travel through the area of the oceanic side of the mantle. OR
the other hand, those with epicentral distances less than 200 initially leave
the hypocenters approximately parallel to the strike of the discending Pacific

plate and then arrive at the network after turning off into the oceanic side
maRtle because it is a few percents higher in P-velocity than the contiReBtal
side maqtle (Utsu, 1971; Hamada, 1973).
   In the parameter determination by a least-squayes method, the decrease
of the number of parameters increases the precision of the solution. We also

determined the slowness by fixiRg the azimuth to the value expected from
the network and epiceRter location. Figure 7 shows the res=lt. If the residual
azimuth seen in Fig. 6(b) were insignificant, tke results iB Figs. 6(a) and 7

must b,e identical and the result in Fig. 7 which did not suffer from the error

due to the trade-off between the parameters would be more reliable. But in
realiey both are very different at distances less thaR 200 and the result in Fig.

7 is more scattered. This means the azimuth deviation in Fig. 6(b) is Rot
ltegligible.
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Figure 8: (a) Ichikawa and Mochizuki model ( Ichikawa and Mochizuki, 1971;
Hamada, 1984) is iltdicated by the solid line and Fukao (1977) model by the
dashed line. (b) The comparisoR of the travel time curves calculated foT the
two rnodels (solid and dashed Iines) with the observations (Fig. 5(b)). (c)
The cornparison of the slowness curves with the observations (Fig. 6(a)).
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4 Modeling

4.1 Shallow structure

   For the modeling, it is necessary that the shallow structure is established.

Unfortunately we can not obtain enough information about the shallow struc-
ture from the data described above. Therefore we must introduce some as-
sumptions ofi the shallow structure in the modeling of the deep structure.

   Fukao (1977) presenÅíed an upper mantle model of the ocean side of the
JapaR-Kuril Arc by analyzing the Kuril-Kamchatka events observed by aB
array in the Kii Peninsula, cenÅíral Japan. The study area of this paper
neighbors on that of Fukao, being just shifted to the north. On the other
hand, Ichikawa and Mochizuki (197i) made a velocity model by itsing Åíhe
explosion seismic data down to the depth of 35 km and the Jeffreys velocity
model for greater depths. Their model was reexamined by Hamada (1984).
This model may represent an average shallow structure of Japan.
   Figure 8(a) shows the velocity-depth models of Fukao (1977) (FK) and
Ichikawa and Mochizuki (1971)(IM), of which the travel times and slownesses
are compared with the observations (Figs.5(b) and 6(a)) in Figs.8(b) and (c).

Here we are concerned with the observations of the first arrivals at distances

less than 200.

   The travel times of the first arrivals of FK are about 5 s earlier than the

observations at distaRces less than l30 but are iR agreement in the range
130 - 20e. Though the first arrivals of FK in the raRge i30 - 150 are also too

early, it is likely that we consider the secondary phase arriving a few seconds

late as the first arrival in the same distance range because the amplitude of
the latter is larger than that of the former. Oit the other hand, IM is in
agreement wiÅíh the observations at distances less than 130 but is too late in

the range 130 - 2oo.

   The slowBess of FK takes nearly an average value of the observations at
distances less than 100. The slowlless of IM is obviously too Iarge iR the same

distance range.

   As aliready mentioned, we determine the slowRess on the assumptioR of
a plane wave approximatioR. It is reasonable for teleseisms but the waves
generally propagate as spherical waves in the case of near earthquakes which

we deal with in this section. Therefore the obtained slownesses do not Rec-
essarily present real valttes. In the case of the travel time we are Rot afraid

of the iRfiuence of the Ron-planar wave front. Considering these we decided
to find the shallow model which mainly satisfies the travel time data.

   Figttre 9(a) shows three models which are obtained by changing the ve- '
locity at the depth of 33 km in model FK. The velocity values at that depth
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are 8.00 km/s (rnodel 1), 7.84 km/s (model 2), and 7.70 km/s (model 3).
On the other haRd, three models in Fig. 9(b) are those obtained by keep-

ing a constaRt velocity in the depth range of 33 km to about 150 km. The
constant velocity is 8.10 km/s (model 4), 8.00 km/s (model 5), and 7.84
km/s (model 6). Figures 10(a) and (b) cornpare the observed travel times
with the calculated curve for each model. The travel times of model 1 and
model 4 are too early at distances less than 120 and consistent beyoRd tkat
distance. Model 2 is approximately consistent up to 200, but is a little early

at near distances. Model 3 is consistent at short distances and early at long
distances iR comparison with model 2. Model 5 is too early at near distances
and somewhat late at far distances. Model 6 is consistent at distances less
than 110 and too late beyond that distance.
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Figure 9: The trial models for the shallow structure. The dashed lines rep-
yesent Ichikawa and Mochizuki model altd Fukao modei (Fig. 8(a)). (a) The
velocity has a constant depth gradient at depths from 33 km to 95 km. The
velocity at 33 km depth is 8.00 km/s (model 1), 7.84 km/s (model 2), and
7.70 krn/s (model 3). (b) The velocity is coRstant at depths from 33 km to
about 150 km. The velocity at 33 km deptk is 8.10 km/s (model 4), 8.00

km/s (model 5), and 7.84 km/s (mede1 6). •
   From the comparison we can say the following. (1) Velocity at the depth of
33 km is lower thaR 7.84 km/s. (2) The meaR velocity in the depth interval of
33-100 km is nearly equal to or a little smaller than 8.00 km/s. (3) It is easier

to exp}ain the observed travel times by the model whose velocity gradually
iRcreases with depth than the model with a constant velocity valtte.
   Therefore if the velocity at 33 km depth is between 7.70-7.84 km/s like
models 2 and 3 of Fig. 9(a), the agreement with the observations is accept-

able. FiRally we select model 2 for the shallow structure, considering the
secondary arrivals at the end of AB branch.
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Figure 10: The comparison of the calculated travel times for models 1 to 6
with the observations.

4.2 Low velocity zone
   One of the prominent features of the upper mantle structure that some
have pointed ont is the existeRce of a low velocity zone (LVZ) in the depth
range of 70-200 km (JohRson, 1967; Kanamori, 1967). However, model 2
which we select above does itot have it. The lid velocity of 8.23 km/s at
33 -- 85 km depths and the LVZ velocity of 8.1 km/s at 95 - 165km of FK
are rather high as compared with other models, such as Kanarnori's (1967)
model. As already rnentioned the lid velocity of 8.23 km/s is too high to
explain the travel time data of this study. If we allow the lid of a relatively

low velocity, it is diMcult to put further LVZ below the lid. Therefore it is

diMcult to find a model which has LVZ and satisfies the travel time data.
   Ifurthermore the travel time curve for a model with LVZ must have a gap
in the travel time, which becomes the very evidence for LVZ. It does Rot
seem that there is such a gap in the observed travel time curve (Fig. 5).

Thus we decide to use the model of the uppermost maRtle without LVZ as
shown in the above section (model 2).
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   Recentiy the existence of a strong LVZ has been questioned at least in
the oldest part of the northwestern Pacific (Kawasaki et al., 1989). Several

studies oR the body wave eravekimes for the oceanic side of the Japan Arc
have shewn that LVZ is absent or that if it exi$ts the velocity contrast is
very small. Our analysis does not rule out a LVZ with such small velocity
coRtrast.

4.3 Transition zone

   Generally if the depth of a ve}ocity discontinuity is increased, the travel

Åíimes of the rays with gurning points deeper than that deptk become late
and the triplicatioit is formed at greater distaltces, which appears as the right

shifted slowness on the slowness-distance diagram. If the velocity contrast is

increased, the travel time becomes early, the eRd point C of the eriplication
goes back to a near distance, aRd it is iRdicated as greater slowness step
on the slowness-distance diagram. Model 10 is obtained in such a way that
the structure dowR to 400 km explains the observed travel times of the AB
branch. The model is also coRsisteRÅí with both Åíhe travel time and slowness
data of the BC back branch, which arrives as the secondary wave at distances

from 220 to 140. Beca"se the branches are controlled by ehe depth and
velocity contrast of the 400 km discontinuity, we use the 400 km discontinuity

of rnodel 10 iR the modeling below.
   We change the velocity profile at depths greater than 400 km of model 10.

Figure 11 and Table 2 preseRt model 12 thus obtained. We can explain the
abrupt drop of the slowRess at about 200 in the data by putting a transition
zone of 3 9(o velocity coRtrast in the iRterval of 40 km around 460 km depth.

                       VELeCITY IN KM/SEC
                     5 7 9 11 13                  o.
                                        MeBEL l2
                   ieo MSDELIO
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                  800
Figure 11: Models 12 and 10.
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Table 2. Model 12 (Depth variation of P-velocity)

DepVel DepVel DepVel DepVel
kmkm/s kmkm/s kmkm/s kmkm/s

O5.57 2408.40 4409.33 64010.12
155.57 2608.42 4609.44 66e10.22
156.50 2808.45 4809.58 68e10.34
336.50 3008.48 5009.66 69010.40
337.84 3208.53 5209.72 70010.55
958.10 3408.58 5409.80 71711.10

1658.10 3608.65 5609.82 80011.19
2008.41 3858.75 5809.88
2058.41 4009.25 6009.96
2258.40 4209.27 62010.04
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   Figure l2 compares the travel time and slowness of models 12 and 10
with the observations. The calculated travel time of CD branch, which is
iRflueRced by the velocity structure iit the range from 400 krn to the upper
boundary of the second discoRtinuity, is consistent wiÅíh the observations.
Putting a discontinuity of 7 ero coRtrast around 700 km depth (model 12)

we can explain the DE branch which is inconsistent with model 10. The
slowness is consistent at the end E of the DE branch.

   It is apparent that model 12 that explains our data is similar to FK
except for some differeltces. (1) The low velocity zone is absent. (2) The

secoRd discontinuity has a deeper depth of 700 km aRd a larger velocity
contrast of 7 %. (3) The depth of the minor transition zone around 460 krr}
is shallower by 40 km. This shallow start of the transion zone is also found
in the model of Kanamori (1967). (4) The minor transition zone arouRd 740
km is absent.

4.4 T-p inversion and error bounds

   We performed the inversioR of tke travel time data to velocity strttcture
by the T-p method of Stark aRd Parker (1987) (see also Stark et al. (1986)
and LawsoR and Hanson (1974)). T means the tirr}e iRtercept of the travel
time curve and is defined by the equaeioR:

r(p) = T(X) - pX,

where p is the ray parameter, T the travel time, and X the epicentral dis-

tance.

   We obtaiR the T -p relation from the observed (X,T) data following
Bessonova et al. (1974) (see also Aki aRd Richards, 1980). If the travel time

curve were ideal, T or X would be a single-valued function ofp. However,• the

observed travel tirne of secondary wave is not Recessarily a smooth convex or
concave curve dtte to reading errors and lack of data, and T or X might have

two valttes for oRe ray parameter. We make single-valued T -p and X -p
relations by selecting relatively well determined data.

   Figure 13 shows the r - p and X - p relations thus obtained from the
travel time data in Fig. 5(b). Because the observation at distances beyond
440 is sparse (Fig. 5(b)), we use oRly the data at distaRces less than 440.

   To obtain the error bounds that include all velocity-depth curves which
agree with ehe observational T(p) and X(p) data within a statistical limit,
we take the approach of Stark and Parker (1987) and adopt the following
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function as the measure of misfit:

              nr n      pa(M) - 2((ffi-Ti(M))/ai)2 + 2 ((ai-Xi(M))/ai)2,

              i=1 i= nr +1
where di and ai are the means and standard deviations of data, T fori =
1,...,n. and X for i= n. +1,...,n. Ti(M) and Xi(M) are the T aRd X
calculated for model M. The depths for which the misfit function pa(M) is
equal to the statistical limit suggested by the x2 distribution of a confidence

level given a priori define the llpper and lower error bounds of the depth
for a target velocity. An iteratioR of finding the bounds for different target

velocities results in the error bounds for an optimum velocity profile.
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Figure 13: T -p and X -p relations obtained from the travel time curves of
Fig. 5(b).

   FiguTe 14 is the model (model 14) which is obtaiRed by assuming the
strecture of model 2 at depths shallower thaR 191.6 km. The model has two
major discontiRuities at 460 and 720 km. As compared with model 12 the
400 km discontinuity of model 14 is deep and great in velocity contrast. Both
models have similar depths and velocity contrasts of the 660 km discontinuity.

   Figure 14 shows the error bounds obtaiRed with the confidence level of
99.5 %. The width of the bounds is 40 km for the first discontiRuity (445-485
krn) and 70 krn for the second discontiRuity (685-752 km) of model 14. The

depth of the 410 km discontinuity of model 12 is far shallower than the upper

bound of the depth of the discontiRuity.
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Figure l4: The best velocity model (CENTR) (model 14) and its
bounds (BORDR) obtained by the T - p inversion. The confidence
is 99.5 9o. The depth of the stripping is 191.6 km.
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   Figure 15 is the comparison of the calculated travel time for model 14
with the observations. The figure shows that model 14 can explain overall
trend of the travel time but not the details of ehe triplications, such as the
positions of C and E (Fig.12(a)).
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5 Discussien

   An important feature of model 12 is that iÅí has the secoRd discontinuity
at a greater depth and with a larger velocity conÅírast than Fukao's (1977)

model. We examine whether the difference in depth and velocity contrast
between the two models is significant or not.

   For that purpose we determiAe the best fitting model and its error bounds

by assuming model 12 for the structure shallower ehaR 644 km. Model 15
thus obtained is preseRÅíed with its error bounds of the 95 ero confidence level

in Fig. 16. Both the depth and velocity contrast are nearly equal to those of

model 12. [I)his may indicate that the existeRce of the secoRd discontinuity
with a velocity contrast of 7 % around 70ekm is reasonable.
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Figure 16: The velocity structure (model 15,

bounds (designated as BORDR) obtained with the confidence level of 95.0 %
by the T -p inversion using the stripping depth of 644 km.
made with the models of Fukao (1977), Kanamori (1967), Inatani and Kurita
(1980), and Walck (1985).
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   Figure 16 also shows the rnodels of Kanamori (1967), Ifukao (1977),
Inatani and Kurita (1980), and Walck (1985) for comparison. The 660 km
discontinuity of Fukao's model is within the bounds of 95 ero confidence level.
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Even if we lower the confidence level down to 50 91o, it is still withiR the

boaAds. Therefore the difference of the 660 km discoRtinuity between our
model and Ifukao's model might be insignificant. Kanamori's model passes
in the middle of the error bounds of our model. The velocity contrast of
IRatani and Kurita's model is obviously larger than that of our medel. The
depth of the discontinuity is shaliower in Walck's model than in our model.
On one hand her model coRcerns the Rortheastern rim of the Pacific. On
the other hand the other models represent the northwestern rim or the west-

em marginal sea of the Pacific. We could probably say that the 660 km
discontinuity is deeper in the northwestern rim of the Pacific thaR in the
northeastem rim. Our recent study of the P--wave structure for the western
Pacific rim usiRg a different data set (Kato and Nakanishi, 2000) suggests the

depth of 700 km for the 660 km discontinuity, and may supporÅí the resuk of
the present study.
   The result of the present study may suggest the depression of the 660 km
discontinuity beneath the Kuril-AIuetian arc, where the eld Pacific plate (65 -

135 Ma: Cretaceous) (PitmaR et al., 1974) is subducted aRd the cold leading

edge of the plate must cool the mantle surrounding Åíhe 660 km discontinuity

beneath this region.
   The high-pressure experiment made by Ito and Takahashi (1989) shows
the negative value of dP/dT (P: pressure, T: temperature) of Clapey-
ron curve for the dissociation of spinel (Mg,Fe)2Si04 (or) to perovskite
(Mg, Fe)Si03 (Pv) and magnesiowUstite (Mg, Fe)O (Mw), which is consid-
ered to be the most plausible candidate for the 660 km discontinuity. They
obtain dP/dT = -O.O028 GPa/K for the phase boundary of 7 and Pv + Mw.
If the temperature in the upper mantle at the depth of 660 km discontinuity
is lower by 1000K in the subductioR region than iR the surrounding regions,
the temperature difference increases the pressure of the phase change by
O.28GPa, which is equivalent to the dept.h increase of about 10 km. Thus a
temperature decrease of about 3000K is required to explain the depth differ-

ence of 30 km.
   Thermal structure of the subduction region has been modelled by rnany
scieRtists but the temperature distributioRs from these studies are broadly
similar to each othrer. Here we take the modelliRg result obtained by Shu-
bert et al. (1975). In their model the temperature difference between the
cold slab and the neighboring mantle is about 7000K near the 660 krn dis-
continuity. However, the temperature decrease due to the cold slab is rather
small in the oceanic rnantle beneath the treRch and it seems difficult to in-
terpret the depth differeRce of 30 krn in terms of only the thermal structure.

Further discussions with consideration of convection, gravity, aRd mineral
compositions are beyond the scope of the present paper.
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   The result of Kato and Nakanishi (2000) also supports that the 660km
discontinuity is depressed beneath the subduction region. However, it is
still diMcult to rule out the possibility of the measurement errors. Analysis

of broadband digital waveform data recorded by the seismological networks
deployed for the last decade can reduce the measurement errors and can show
up the undulations of the upper mantle discoRtinuities.

6 Cgncaaksion

     We obtained the upper mantle P-wave structure of the northwestern rim
  of the Pacific Ocean. Model 12, which can be considered the best model
  in the seRse of the best explaining the observations, is characterized by:

  (1) It has Ro low velocity zoRe. (2) 'I'he velocity of the uppermost mantle
  gradually increases from 7.84 to 8.10 km/s in the depth range of 33-95 km
  and is coltstant in the depth range of 95-165 km and abruptly increases at
  depths 165-200 km. (3) The 410 km discontinuity is almost identical with
  that of I]Ukao's (1977) rnodel (FK) which has aR increase of about 6 9(o in
' velocity near 390 km. (4) There is a minor transition zoRe around 460 km,
  the depth of which is shallower than that of FK. The velocity contrast is 3
  %. (5) The depth of the 660 km discontinuity is 700 km, which is greater
  than that of FK. The velocity increase is O.70krr}/s or 7 %, which is a little

  larger than that of FK.

     We obtained the velocigy bounds that include all velocity-depth curves
  which agree with the observatioRal T(p) data within a statistical limit to
  know how large the uncertainties of data reflect in the modeling result. For

  the discontinuity at 700 km the error bounds obtained by the T -p iRversion
  include FK within the 95 91o confidence interval. Therefore we cannot say
  that the character (5) of model 12 is significant. However, the comparison
  with other models obtained for the regions along the rim of the Pacific might

  imply that the 660 km discontiRuity is locally deep beneath northwestern
  rim. We Beed more abundant data of secondary waves to make a definitive
  conclusion on the regioRal difference of the 660 km discontinuity.

     Recently we have made a stady of the upper mantle P-wave structure
  of the western Pacific rim using a different seismological network (Kato and
  NakaRishi, 2000) and the result (model sn12c, which is obtained by correcting

  the rnodel 12 of the present study (Fig. 11 and Table 2)) may support the
  depth of 700 km obtained in the present study.

     Using the aray analysis we showed that the waves from the events at dis-
  tances less than 200 arrived •at Hokkaido froll} the direction rotated clockwise

  from the expected direceion to the ocean side of the Kuril arc. This means
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that the assumptioR of the lateral velocity homogeneity is iRvalid. Therefore

we .may have to consider the three-dimensional velocity variatioR to obtain
more accuraÅíe velocity structure beReath the region with a strong lateral ve-

Iocity coRtrast. The northwestem rim of the Pacific Ocean, where the high
velocity plate contacts with the Iow velocity margiRal sea, is an example of

such regioR.
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